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Meeting the Challenge of Climate Change

Solutions to the threat of rapid climate change: 
can they be both fair and effective?

In two parts.



My background: early work in global atmospheric circulation

Pieces of the climate system puzzle were still being discovered and clarified!
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My background: general circulation (climate) model applications

Managing climate risk with AIR Worldwide’s EuroCAT system
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 Climate Change is Linked to Global Heating 

…but faster CO2 emission rates mean faster climate change

Global heating is driven by the CO2 already in the atmosphere



Wind and solar make up about 5% of primary energy sources

An Explosion of Fossil Energy Use
What is the magnitude of the challenge globally?



Who will pay to extend net-zero to the developing world?  

“Net-zero” global energy system

How Much Will a Energy Transition Cost?



Wind and solar make up about 5% of primary energy sources

What is the magnitude of the challenge in the U.S.?

An Explosion of Fossil Energy Use



Why not use as much of America’s legacy infrastructure as possible?  

“Net-zero” U.S. energy system

How Much Will a Energy Transition Cost?



U.S. Legislative & Political Landscape
Green New Deal

Democratic House Select Committee (HSC) climate crisis report
• Elements of infrastructure spending in Biden climate bill
• Just under 500 regulations and mandates

Biden climate bill, CO2 emissions reduction mechanisms
• Carbon price: politically sensitive
• Clean air standards: SCOTUS nullification, EU (and other) tariffs, No direct global impact, 

discourages “redirection” of private sector investment, including fossil energy co’s
• Carbon price may play “firewall” role in final legislation language
• Nature of carbon price not clear; Yellen, Kerry favor carbon “fee” 

Bills reintroduced from the previous (116th) Congress (e.g., EICDA)



EICDA will be reintroduced soon in the 117th Congress

Subtitle…

The Energy Innovation Act



This diverse and wide range of support continues to grow…

Subtitle…

Building Support for EICDA at Many Levels



Subtitle…

Support from a Familiar Organization



Other opportunities with CCL action teams and your local CCL chapter 

Supporting EICA via Citizens’ Climate Lobby
CCL: Respectfully building political will for a price on carbon



Local CCL chapter members lobbying Congress and tabling

Respectfully building political will for a price on carbon

Citizens’ Climate Lobby (CCL)



Building momentum for the “First 100 days” window of hope

Reaching out to Congress
Step 1: Sign up for CCL

Next campaign, 
March 22nd- 26th 



Intended to be the starting point to everything CCL

My Dashboard

CCL Community/Education

Topic



https://community.citizensclimate.org/resources/item/19/376

Call congress day

“Call Congress Day” Info & Training



Citizen’s climate lobbyists are up against some tough competition!

Example on reddit of how to call your congress rep

Help for You via CCL Social Media



We should remember that David won

David, Meet Goliath: The Denialist Coalition

Another $60 – $70 million comes 
from ideologically motivated family 
foundations, including
• Donors Trust/Capital
• Scaife Affiliated Foundations
• The Lynde and Harry Bradley 

Foundation
• Koch Affiliated Foundations
• Howard Charitable Foundation
• John William Pope Foundation
• Searle Freedom Trust
• John Templeton Foundation
• Dunn’s Foundation for the 

Advancement of Right Thinking 
(Dunn’s FART?)

• Smith Richardson Foundation, 
Inc.

• Etc…..

Center for International Environmental 
Law (CIEL), 2014

$201 million



This is the year. This is the moment.

Lobbying days, March 22nd – 26th

Reaching out to Congress



Are You Ready to Take Action?
https://CitizensClimateLobby.org/  (Look in the Zoom share)Citizens’ Climate Lobby

Support is growing. At your marks, ready, set,… 



Final Talk Content       
Part 2



My background (continued): co-founder of Athenium, LLC

http://www.Athenium.com/
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Athenium provides the numbers behind the maps

Average change in summer temperature since 1980s, Africa and Mideast

Meeting the Challenge of Climate Change

̊C



Athenium’s technical support of African farmers

Lack of electricity frustrates climate change adaptation in CAR 

̊C

Meeting the Challenge of Climate Change

Central African 
Republic (CAR)



The Key to Eliminating Poverty
The human condition and energy availability are closely linked 

Can the future of the developing world be based on fossil energy?  



Total Global Emissions, All Sources
Land-use change was the dominant source of annual CO2 emissions until around 1950.

Fossil CO2 emissions now dominate global changes.

Others: Emissions from cement production and gas flaring

Source: CDIAC; Houghton and Nassikas 2017; Hansis et al 2015; Gasser et al 2020; Friedlingstein et al 2020; Global Carbon Budget 2020



Projected temperatures have shown uncertainty, but have been accurate 

Climate models can guide policy, even if they’re not precise

IPCC alternative 
“emission paths”

2020 ~1.1°C

The Threat of Future Emissions



The Impacts Are Just Beginning

● More severe heat waves and droughts 
● More intense storms and floods
● 2-6 feet sea level rise by 2100, several meters more by 2300
● Wildfires
● Declining forests
● Loss of coral reefs
● Mass extinctions on land and at sea
● Food and water scarcity
● Climate refugees

Some of these impacts are particularly troubling

Impacts expected from 3°C of warming



The Worst Impacts Have Begun

How can we stop this from happening?

With 3°C of warming, over 1 billion climate refugees

Uninhabitable 
areas 2020 (~1°C)

Potentially uninhabitable areas 2070 (~3°C)

Central African 
Republic (CAR)



Current CO2 Emission Rates, in Perspective
Annual CO2 emissions: human vs. ancient carbon catastrophes

Human CO2 emissions rival those of extinction-level asteroid impacts

66 M years before present (BP)

Late 20th, early 21st century (Now)

252 M years BP

Pre-industrial (< 1750)



There are several IAM’s that can provide valuable insights

Analytics from Integrated assessment models (IAM’s) 

Are There Effective Solutions?



En-ROADS is available online to all

MIT’s En-ROADS’s baseline projection 

Meeting the Challenge of Climate Change



Why is it that converting to 100 % EV’s (globally!) has so little effect?

An example: En-ROADS’s result for 100% EV’s

Meeting the Challenge of Climate Change



Subtitle…

The Primary Global Fuel Mix by 2050

(mostly natural gas)

For the foreseeable future, EV’s will be mostly powered by natural gas



Is the Current Grid Capacity Enough?

Is the 50% increase EV’s will require is included in the EIA projection?



Carbon pricing means you pay for the CO2 waste you make

Insights from En-ROADS



Who expects to have free dumping?
Excess CO2 is the result of a market failure, not a moral failure

Pricing CO2 pollution must be the foundation of any effective policy



Place a predictable, steadily rising fee on 
fossil fuels at the source (mine, well or port) 

Return all of the revenue to households equally

A border adjustment on goods imported 
from or exported to countries without 
an equivalent price on carbon 

2

1

3

Carbon pricing means energy innovation, not energy deprivation

Non-partisan and “technology agnostic”

Citizens’ Climate Lobby’s Proposal



Solar fuels

Internet of Things

The Power of a Price Signal
With a carbon fee, deployment investment enters the game 

An energy transition without a carbon fee is like a ballet without music

\



● Dramatically reduces CO2 emissions

● Increases household incomes

● Saves 295,000 lives over 10 years  

● 2 million more jobsEmployment

Climate

Fiscal

Health

What are we (and congress) waiting for?

● $1.3 trillion more GDPEconomic

Regional Economic Modeling, Inc. (REMI) IAM study highlights

Conservative Estimates of Benefits (US)



*Regional Economic Modeling Inc.
REMI* study: US CO2 emissions reduced by more than half

An Elegant Solution

In 20 years US emissions approach equilibrium with natural carbon sinks

Business As Usual

With Carbon Fee & Dividend



As a single policy, carbon pricing under EICDA provides hope  

En-ROADS projection under EICDA

Meeting the Challenge of Climate Change

Topic

Add’l text



Those who who are struggling will be helped the most

One Important Economic Impact

Distressed communities index, by Zip Code Percent households benefiting, by Zip Code

International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA) Economic Innovation Group

 One example of the elegant in elegant solution



Should carbon dividends be viewed as a form of environmental reparations? 

Blood Gas, Blood Oil, Blood Coal,…
Fossil fuel emissions and environmental justice



Reaching the Developing World
Cellular technology can provide a precedent 

Most of the developing world is awash in accessible solar energy



The best solution when no centralized energy system exists

Daniel Nocera’s artificial leaf technology

Reaching the Developing World

Add’l text



Some Takeaways



Are You Ready to Take Action?
https://CitizensClimateLobby.org/ (Look in the Zoom share)Citizens’ Climate Lobby

Support is growing. At your marks, ready, set,… 


